Company Profile

A comprehensive logistics company
carrying out the freight forwarding
business in the Kawasaki Kisen group
"K" Line Logistics oﬀers solutions for all international logistics needs, including international multi-mode
transportation with a combination of land, ocean and air, trilateral transportation, air/ocean consolidation
services, customs services, storage, delivery and packing.

We meet the expectations of our customers with the reliability and responsiveness with which we have been
able to support the Kawasaki Kisen Group, as we connect the ﬁve continents, seven seas and the sky.
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Company Proﬁle
"K" LINE LOGISTICS, LTD.
Established:
October 25, 1960
Capital stock:
600 million yen
Head oﬃce:
Harumi Island Triton Square Oﬃce
Tower X Building 30F, 1-8-10
Harumi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-6030
Telephone no. : 03-6772-8800
(main)
President:
Toshiyuki Suzuki

CSR
Compliance with the code of practices

Main business:

・Air cargo transportation agency
business
・Authorized customs broker
・First-class air and sea freight
forwarding business
・Casualty insurance agency brokering
business
・Other businesses incidental to
the foregoing
・Ocean cargo transportation agency
business
・IATA-approved air cargo sales
agency
・ Second-class air and sea freight
forwarding business
・ Real estate lease business

We observe laws and social norms both domestically and overseas, and conduct fair
and transparent business operations, free competition and proper transactions.

Proactively working on environmental initiatives

We proactively address environmental issues, which is an essential requirement
for conducting corporate activities as well as for corporate sustenance.

Protection, management, and disclosure of
information and communication with society

We appropriately protect and manage information pertaining to projects and individuals,
and will work toward broad, interactive communication with society.

Initiatives toward social responsibility

We actively engage in social contribution initiatives as a good corporate citizen
and support such activities of group employees.

Air cargo
Ocean cargo
Logistics

Work strategically to adapt to ever-changing
international logistics.

A maritime network with experience
linking the world's oceans.

Optimize logistics using our original system
to streamline business operations.

Cross Border Truck
Enable safe and reliable logistics
by incorporating the characteristics
of each region.

Projects cargo
Support large events
and international projects.

Cold chain logistics
Achieve optimum temperature control
according to the characteristics of goods.

Customs clearance
Comply with regulations and provide
support to ensure smooth import and export.
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Logistics
services

We work strategically to adapt to ever-changing
international logistics

Air Cargo

Solid track record in areas requiring a high level of expertise, including auto
parts, dangerous goods transported by air, aircraft parts/vessel parts, and semiconductor
manufacturing equipment.
Strategic and optimal logistics plans according to the special needs of the cargo, and
appropriate responses to urgent air freight requests.
High-quality transportation services optimizing the speed advantage of air cargo
to support the needs of our customersʼ businesses.

Auto parts
Support for the production process, from individual parts to car frames.

・Services such as milk runs (cyclic collection by truck), round trip transportation,
improved packing, and sharing of local information.

・Respond to needs for transporting automobiles and provide full support, from handling necessary
documents and customs to transport and delivery.

Dangerous goods transported by air

*Acronym for International Air Transport Association

Safe and reliable transport of goods deﬁned as hazardous by the IATA*.

・Provide appropriate guidance on the classiﬁcation of dangerous goods, packing, and declaration
forms for dangerous goods, afﬁxing special markings and labels.

・Provide services related to thermal managed transportation such as dry ice, gel ice and
dedicated equipment.

Aircraft parts/vessel parts

*Acronym for Vendor Managed Inventory

*Acronym for Supply Chain Management

Facilitate the delivery of emergency goods and individual parts requiring strict on-time delivery using
prompt assessment.

・Meet SCM* and VMI* requirements utilizing our original inventory management system, which allows
the visualization of inventory in the warehouse.

・Provide urgent transport according to the shape, weight, and nature of the goods using the best possible
method while maintaining high quality.

Semiconductor manufacturing equipment

Transport of delicate precision equipment that is very sensitive to any vibration, using strict
temperature and humidity control.

・A dedicated team specializing in the transportation of various types of semiconductor manufacturing
equipment works to clear strict transportation conditions.

・Able to meet the demands of shock watch and tilt watch systems, and offer trilateral transport
with a quality similar to transport to/from Japan.
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A global network with experience linking
the world's oceans

Logistics
services

Ocean Cargo

Provide our own consolidated cargo services to major cities in North America,
Europe and Asia.
Able to handle a wide range of cargo such as food, chemicals and heavy goods using
special containers (reefer, open top, ﬂat rack).
Customize logistics, which is becoming more complex as a result of international
multi-mode transportation and buyerʼs consolidation.

International multi-mode transportation
Global logistics combining a variety of transportation methods.
・Our overseas locations and agencies help build visualized logistics routes and reduce
transportation costs.

・We cover a wide area and provide customer-friendly, customized transport services.

Buyerʼs Consolidation
Maximizing facilities available through our global group to facilitate eﬃcient transportation.

・Acting as a service agent, we collect various products manufactured in multiple factories and
consolidate them into containers.

・Help reduce costs, time, work burden and inventory, while also improving efﬁciency for our customers.

Food
Maintain freshness and quality, and provide comprehensive support for food logistics.
・Knowledgeable in import/export procedures speciﬁc to each country and complicated local situations
surrounding customs clearance.

・ A specialized department familiar with food import offers the optimal solution regarding food logistics.

Chemicals
The best possible solutions regarding logistics for dangerous goods.

・ Safe, reliable and prompt import and export of chemicals based on specialized knowledge and
abundant experience.

・We conﬁrm the conditions necessary regarding the transport of dangerous goods not only originating
from Japan, but also for transport overseas, and carry out reliable shipment..
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Logistics
services

Optimize logistics using our original system
to streamline business operations

Logistics

Comprehensive logistics services utilizing our warehouses located in
major regions around the world.
Support a wide range of needs regarding import/export and product management
to meet our customersʼ individual needs.
Able to maximize eﬃciency in dealing with complex inventory management
using the latest technology, while reducing our customersʼ time and costs related to
international logistics.

Baraki Logistics Center
A logistics hub for air and ocean freight in the metropolitan area.
・Best location located between Narita Airport and the metropolitan area.
・Our skilled staff handles issues related to import/export and storage, as well as processing distribution.

Hong Kong Warehouse

Provide a wide range of logistics services from the hub in South China.

・Respond attentively to matters regarding electronic components, healthcare items, luxury consumer
goods and other items.

・Provide inventory control as well as managing the sending and receipt of orders, and offer added value
with packing and other services.

Los Angeles Warehouse

Main location supporting logistic network of North America.

・Locate in such an ideal place which is around 30 minutes and 20 miles(32km) away from Los Angeles
International airport and Long Beach port.

・High quality logistics service with AS9120 certiﬁcation which is a quality management system specialized
in aerospace industry.

VMI warehouse along the U.S.-Mexico border
A base supporting the increasingly signiﬁcant international logistics of Mexico.

・Offer support for border logistics between Mexico and the U.S. with over 20 years of experience.
・We partner with FTZ warehouses to achieve bonded status storage and to offer efﬁcient logistics.
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Logistics
services

Attain safe and reliable logistics by incorporating
the characteristics of a given region

Cross Border Truck

Oﬀer the optimal distribution route based on the Kawasaki Kisen Group network.
Land transportation that is borderless and seamless by combining railways and trucks.
Provide optimal logistics services according to delivery date, volume, the characteristics
of the cargo and cost.

A base in Thailand and service to ASEAN countries
We operate a cross-border truck service that links Thailand with its
four neighboring countries.
Malaysia: reliable operational performance. Available for consolidated services.
Myanmar: regular intransit transportation from Japan through Laem Chabang Port.
Laos: offers a regular round-trip scheduled service with our own trucks.
Cambodia: handles the transportation of ﬁnished products of a major motorcycle
manufacturer.

Oﬀer the shortest delivery route from the U.S. to Mexico
Provide intermodal transportation combining railroads and trucks to Mexico.
Through partnerships with multiple truck companies, we can offer the best
transportation method according to the quantity and delivery time.
Manage cross-border situations by closely working with an appointed
Mexican customs broker.
Provide customs clearance services with our partnered customs broker in Mexico.
Safe and reliable transportation in cooperation with our local
subsidiaries (Monterrey, Irapuato, Queretaro ofﬁces).
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Project
cargo

Support large events and international projects

Project Cargo

通関

Provide safe transport of project cargo with detailed total logistics plans.
Oﬀer customized solutions for events that require attention to detail.
We promise assured progress for large transport projects that require on-site responses.

Events
We handle the transportation of stage equipment, art exhibitions, exhibit pieces, and other equipment with
meticulous packing and transportation technology.

・Signiﬁcant experience with international event projects including the transport of stage sets.
・A specialized team ensures strict schedule management and offers support for operations related to
transport.

Overseas relocation of factory lines/intermodal transport of mega solar equipment
We support the success of complex and large-scale projects with our professional system.
・Participated in multiple mega solar construction projects in Japan by foreign companies.
・Capable of handling precise transport of factory equipment in various shapes to new overseas factories
where SOP (Start of Production) is strictly observed.

Heavy load/oversized cargo
Handling cargo that does not ﬁt in standard containers, such as oversized heavy items and
long construction materials.
・Handle oversized cargo (long, dead weight, freighter-sized).
・An expert handles the entire process, from the planning stage and transport design to pick-up,
and installation.
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Cold chain
logistics

Achieve optimum thermal control based on
the nature of the products

Cold Chain Logistics

Capable of handling a variety of products, from perishable food to medicine
and carbon ﬁber.
Oﬀer precision thermal management taking into consideration various
speciﬁcations and the weather conditions of the transportation route for each product.
Utilize special packing materials and thermal control facilities, high-quality,
temperature-controlled transportation is attained.

Transportation of pharmaceutical products (constant temperature)

We properly pack pharmaceutical products and provide constant temperature transport that is speedy
and safe.

・Undertake integrated logistics specializing in pharmaceutical products by combining constant temperature
storage at each airport location.

・Vast experience through transactions with pharmaceutical companies, research institutes,
research laboratories, and medical institutions, etc.

Import of investigational drugs (Refrigerated temperature zone)

*Acronym for Good Distribution Practice

We manage refrigerated storage of vaccines and drugs not approved in Japan at our Singapore
warehouse, which complies with GDP*.

・The items are imported by air per the customer s shipping instructions and refrigerants are renewed as
necessary after arrival at Narita Airport.

・To establish a consistent cool logistics route, we maintain the transport temperature all the way to
the designated shipping destination and deliver immediately.

Export of perishables (fresh ﬁsh and vegetables) (Refrigerated temperature range)

We make arrangements for fresh ﬁsh caught in the waters oﬀ Japan, from pickup and
customs clearance to document preparation and air transportation, all on the same day.

・International refrigerated transport with conditions the same as within Japan is made possible taking into
consideration temperature conditions on the transport route and the characteristics of the products.

・Freshness is maintained utilizing knowledge gained from our vast experience, such as extending cooling
time using sheets made from special materials.

Import of frozen processed meat (Frozen temperature zone)

We provide intermodal transportation of products imported from Southeast Asia up to delivery in Japan.

・A specialized team with abundant experience handles quarantine and other steps to achieve speedy
import and customs clearance.

・Product value is maintained with rigorous hygiene and thermal control.

Transportation of carbon ﬁber (prepregs) (Freezing temperature zone)

We transport prepregs, a compound material used in a wide range of products from sporting goods to
aircraft.

・Provide door-to-door cool logistics services through ocean and air cargo services.
・The quality of the cargo is maintained with appropriate temperature control according to the product
speciﬁcations.
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Customs
clearance

Comply with regulations and support smooth
import and export procedures

Customs Clearance

As an expert in international logistics, we support smooth customs clearance.
Provide support in accurate and prompt import and export procedures
such as reviewing shipping documents.
Assist in matters related to customs valuation, Generalized System of Preferences,
EPA System of Preferences, and tax relief, etc.

Experience in customs clearance
Provide reliable support for tiresome customs procedures which require specialized knowledge,
including legal elements.

・Wealth of experience over the years handling shipping for corporate clients in various industries.
・Leverage our large number of customs agents with specialized knowledge and experience to ensure
reliable and prompt customs declaration.

Extensive customs clearance services
Oﬀer timely support tailored to our customersʼ needs.

・ We stand ready to handle customs procedures for either air or ocean cargo so as to comply with
the customer's logistics strategy.

・Able to handle customs clearance procedures of any number of goods including perishables,
food, sundries, chemicals, textiles, semiconductors, and aircraft parts.

・Implement customs clearance in a speedy manner using the NACCS system (Electronic information

communication system connecting the customs ofﬁce, carrier, customs broker, warehouse company,
and ﬁnancial institution).

Proper declaration
Oﬀer a safe and secure declaration system while compliance is observed.

・We make prior conﬁrmation of customs law-related matters to ensure goods prohibited from import and
export are not included.

・We also conﬁrm in advance whether there are no problems with ﬁling declarations in compliance with

applicable laws other than the Customs Act, such as the Export Trade Control Order, Food Sanitation Law,
Drugs, Cosmetics and Medical Instruments Act, and Act on Quarantine for Imported and Exported Plants, etc.
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Harumi Island Triton Square Office Tower X Building 30F, 1-8-10 Harumi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 104-6030, Japan
TEL : 03-6772-8800
https://www.klinelogistics.com

Please refer to our website for details

www.klinelogistics.com

Origin of the logo
The white K mark against a red
background is the same as the
Kawasaki Kisen Funnel (chimney)
mark. By changing the shape of the
red funnel slightly to spiral upward
toward the right, an image of an
aircraft s vertical tail is represented,
while the impression of the ship's
funnel remains. This represents the
company s handling of both air and
ocean cargo, as well as its vision for
expansion and growth.
Furthermore, by placing a gray bar
(a horizontal gray line) on the road
under the funnel as an option, the
image of international integrated
transportation seamlessly
connecting land, ocean and air is
being represented.

